ABSTRACT. The trace-class of a full Hubert algebra A is the set r(A) = ¡Xy | x £ A, y e A\. This set is shown to be a *-idealof A, and possesses a norm T defined in terms of a positive hermitian linear functional on r(A). The norm T is in general both incomplete and not an algebra norm, and is also not comparable with the Hubert space norm | || on t(A). However, a one-sided ideal of r(A) is closed with respect to one norm if and only if it is closed with respect to the other. The topological dual of t(A) with respect to the norm r is isometrically isomorphic to the set of left centralizers on A.
Introduction. The methods of Schatten [lO], employed by Saworotnow and
Friedell [8] in the H -algebra setting, are used here in §Vl and 2, to show that the trace-class r(A) of a full Hilbert algebra A is a -ideal of A (Theorem 2.2), and to define a norm t and a positive hermitian linear functional on r(A). These enjoy many of the same properties as for H -algebras, with some exceptions (Theorem 2.5): the norm t is generally incomplete and is not an algebra norm on t{A), unless A itself is complete, in which case A is an H -algebra in a trivially equivalent norm. §3 deals with two theorems concerning the trace-class (see [10, §IV.l] , and also [9] for the H -algebra setting). Theorem 3.1 shows that the topological dual of HA) is isometrically isomorphic to the set of left centralizers on A, while Theorem 3.2 says that r(A) is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of C (A), the C -algebra of A. An example is given (3.3) to show that this subspace may not even be dense in C (A).
In §4 we examine the relation between the two norms r and || || on the trace- Put A(A) = {Ry: y £ A ]' (the commutant taken in 9>iH)) and PÍA) = íL"x: x e A !'.
The commutation theorem (see [2] or [7] ) states that A(A)' = PiA) and PÍA)' = A(A). Moreover, A(A) (resp. PÍA)) is the strong closure of {L : x £ A\ (resp. of {R : y £ A\), and A(A) = A(A , ), PÍA) = PÍA,). Since A, is invariant under y : y t n\i, and i\\/\) = ¡\\f\ b), f\/\) = r\/\h¡. since ^b AÍAb) U PÍAb) ll, Proposition (1) T -L (resp. T = R ) for some x in A.
(2) sup {||Te||: e is a projection of A \ < + °°.
(3) There is a projection base {e : y £ Y\ for A suchthat 2 r\\Te \\2 < + <*>.
1.2 Lemma. Let a £ A. The following statements are equivalent:
(1 ) a is positive and integrable.
(2) a is positive and 2 r (a, ey ) < + °° for some projection base {ey:y£ Y\ for A. It is interesting to observe that a complete analogue of the polar decomposition theorem for operators in 9>ÍH) (see H0]) obtains in the full Hilbert algebra setting.
The partial isometry involved does not have as exact a description as for jjÍH) or any H -algebra (see [8] ), however that is an unnecessary detail. As one might expect, there is a parallel result concerning right centralizers. (e) commutes with , the adjoint operation on 9>ÍH).
From this it follows that V ="/"/*="/", and V * = V tot each x in A.
2. The trace-class. The trace-class of A is the set Hà) = |xy: x e A, y £ A\.
This set is not obviously closed under addition.
To show that this is so, we emulate the procedure in [lO] and, more exactly, in [8] . To begin with, every element in the trace-class is integrable. It is not clear whether the converse obtains-however, it does for positive elements.
2.1 Lemma. For any a in A, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) a is in ÁA). for any x and y in A. 2.3 Lemma. For any a in AA) and operator T in A(A) U PÍA),
(2) ATa)< \\T\\r(a).
Proof. If .T is a left centralizer, the proof is the same as in L&j. If T is a right centralizer, we proceed slightly differently:
Since T commutes with operators in A(A), we have riTa) = tr([Ta]) = tAWTa*ÍTa)) = tÁTWTa*ia)) < ||T||r(WTa*W) < ||T|| \\WTa*\\ria) < \\T\\ria).
2.4 Theorem, t is a linear space norm on AA) with the following properties:
(1) multiplication in AA) is separately r-continuous;
(2) Aa ) = Aa) for each a in AA); (3) |tr a\ < Aa) for each a in AA); = TÍTÍxÍTx)*)) < tÍT)tÍxÍTx)*) < r(r)||x||||Tx|| by (4) above;
thus ||Tx|| < HT) || x|| for each x in A" Thus ||T|| < HD, so equality obtains.
Thus far the trace-class riA) and its norm r have behaved much the same as in the H -algebra setting. Now however we notice some differences: r is not an algebra norm on AA), and is incomplete. One may attribute these failings to the lack of the same properties of the norm || || on A, as we see from the next result.
2.5 Theorem.
The following statements are equivalent:
(1) Multiplication in AA) is jointly r-continuous.
(2) There is a constant M > 0 such that Aab) < MAa)r(b) for every a and b in riA).
(3) There is a constant K > 0 such that \\a\\ < Kria) for each a in AA).
(4) T is a complete norm on ÁA).
(5) || || is a complete norm on A (so A = H).
(6) Multiplication in A is jointly continuous.
(7) A is trivially renormable to be an H -algebra.
Proof. (5), (6) , and (7) are equivalent by Lemma 4.5 of [14] . The equivalence of (1) and (2) is a simple matter.
If (2) is true, then for each a in AA), \\a\\2 =ria*a) < Mria*)ria) = Mria)2 so (3) holds.
If (3) is true, then so is (6): for any x and y in A, ll*yII < K-r(xy) < K||x||||y|| (using (4) of Theorem 2.4).
Suppose now that A is trivially renormable to be an H -algebra, and suppose the H -algebra norm on A is \\x\\ x = c||x|| (x in A). Then ix, y)x = c2(x, y) for all x and y in A, so rHa) = c Aa) for all a in ÁA) = rxÍA). But rAA) = AA) is a
Banach algebra in the norm t (see [8] and [9] ), hence r itself is complete on the trace-class. Thus Moreover, for any h in X^, bg e X2 for each g in x2 and ||Ag||2 < 11/3 II2 11^ II «i- (1) There is a constant K > 0 such that, for every a in AA), Aa) < K||a||.
(2) There is a constant K > 0 such that, for every x in A, \\x\\ < X\\L \[. (3) There is a constant M > 0 such that, for every a in AA), Aa) < MriL ).
(4) A is projection bounded from above.
(5) A has an identity.
Proof. If (1) topology on r(A ) shall be referred to as " || ||-closed" (resp. "r-closed"). Suppose now that / is a closed ideal of AA ). Then / is a closed ideal of a, so ATA) = TA nAA) = i.
